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NARRATIVE SUMMARY FOR  
 

THE ANGEL’S HEART AND THE SNAKE. 
 

The 30-Day War 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 150 x 180 cm, 2002 
 
This work is a montage of what makes up our self-image in the form of metaphors and 
symbols.   A paradigm of the western culture, values and driving forces, built upon the 
classics such as Homer's Odyssey and the Iliad.   
That we can draw upon all of the ways of experiencing and expressing emotion, thought and 
action by the recounting of a small period of time in a humans life such as a 30 day period 
of tension. 
 
 

EARLY DAYS 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 150 x 180 cm, 2002 
 
An idealistic image of harmony between the symbols and metaphorical creatures before the 
tension and application of complex human emotion to the "Garden of Eden".   
 
 

Before Our Memories are Formed 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 200 cm, 2002 
 
The picture explores our "pre-conscious memories".  Where do our fears begin, what are the 
foundations for them.  Our lives can be steered in directions that are a mystery to us.   
Where we feel split from our heart purpose to that which we seem to take. Often we have 
cemented some strange fear within our psyche long before we were old enough to balance 
the fear with reason. 
It thus becomes a "primal fear", which can rule or ruin our lives. 
 
 
Fleeting Moments 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 150 x 180 cm, 2002 
 
The Heart spins out of reach of the beast as he bows before the angelic image.  The ghostly 
angel comes alive in the landscape of green we all seek to reach. 
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Amygdala Rules 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 120 cm, 2002 
 
The winner is still our base need to be loved.  Inescapable and final.  The main point is 
LOVE. 
 
 

A Spell to Make you Love me 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 120 cm, 2002 
 
If all else fails then revert to spells. 
 
 

Parties Over 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
The fool is made accountable to his rationale 
 
 

In an Angels Dressing Room 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
The first impression we get from looking at this picture seems to be of voyeurism.  The 
intention was that the male in the foreground was discovering the angel, which was the 
emotional side of himself.  He had denied this part of his own persona for so many years 
until it became almost a "forbidden" thing to him.  The angel represents the discovery of 
this for him as he clutches his naked chest. 
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Compressed Emotions – Nose Beep 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
A juxtaposition of 3 of the elemental personages coming together as characters.  We often 
face these characters in ourselves as one person experiencing all elements visually 
displayed here.  
Fool and Vulpine, Protector and Rationalist, Idealist and our vulnerability. 
 
 
 

The Tower 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
The vulnerable sits atop a tower where all below can be seen. The view below in all its 
grand sensing detail is the garden, the snake, the earth from where she came.  She is in the 
most vulnerable position she can be in as she can now see all of the life before for what it 
is. The protection, peace and wisdom comes to her in the form of the rational eagle who is 
the metaphor of her embracing her former weakness in character.  Now she finds this once 
undeveloped shadowy side of her own self (the eagle) and pulls it into her own character to 
form balance and poise and a 'wholeness' of self, that would be required to take up such a 
position as she is in. 
 
 

Eagle and Woman 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
The union of the rational mind and the emotional heart.  The image is a metaphor of the 
need for an equal embracing of these qualities in our daily life and our worldly decisions. 
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Feeding a Snake 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
There is an exchange here between Prometheus the eagle (the rationalist) and Apollo (the 
optimistic and idealist). 
Trust is vital between them as is depicted by the emotionally vulnerable Apollo here, which 
is the part of ourselves that has to learn to trust the Prometheus rationalist to step in and 
balance the ledger of how we carry out our lives in proportion and perspective. This image 
celebrates the trust and the sense of surrender to that union.  If Apollo startles in fear or 
panic at the fierceness of the eagles arrival she could be torn apart by the talons of the 
eagle, but if she trusts she can consume and destroy her weakness and fear as is depicted 
by the snake.  The eagle equally stands to gain by her allowing him to be who he is and 
wants to be.  To feel valid as a bringer of light to darkness.   
 
 

To Catch an Angel 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 120 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
Here the thinking man is surprised as his life hits a strange twist.  The shadowy and distant 
emotions that have always eluded him suddenly hang off him and demand his attention.  
The Angel lands on his hip as an unexpected and unplanned for element demanding his 
attention. The Angel represents love, emotional expression, and faith in optimism, hope and 
joy. His fears leave through his trouser leg and strange exotic fish leap from the sea of 
emotions he has just discovered. 
 
 

There’s Only One Heart per Beast 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 120 cm, 2002 
 
Many of the elements are included here. 
We have the clown as the most visual, noticeable and loudly spoken character who seems to 
be pleading to be first to get the prize. 
He appears to be panicked, impulsive, impatient and non reflective. 
The butcher grins as he sharpens his blade preparing to carry out the ordered function but 
he is in control as if he knows that there is "a pre-ordained way" it will be done.  Reality will 
be carved as we order it up and expect it.  He has his orders. 
The angel or fairy sits at the door disappointed that she does not have the front of the 
clown and thinks she will take second place, and possibly loose the heart that is truthfully 
hers.  She is surrendering to illusion and lack of confidence. 
While the advancing shadow at the door suggests the rationalist approaches to bring about 
order and fairness to the scene, by some authority. 
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Come and Get me 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 120 cm, 2002 
 
The image speaks for itself. The feeling of wanting Scotty to "beam you up" and out of the 
swirl of confusion and quagmire we sometimes find ourselves immersed in be-it emotionally 
or realistically. 
 
 

The Thief 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
The clown steals the heart.  There is a sense of injustice constantly cursing through his 
intentions. It’s the idiocy of the life we have to bear at times.  It’s the feeling of stupidity 
and pointlessness we have at insensitivity, misunderstandings, injustice and cruelty. This is 
the clown, and the clown is in all of us “putting on” a party face.  He is the liar in us, who 
pretends he is fine when he is not.  He is the jovial janitor whose wife has just died and he 
pretends to the world he is fine.  He is our denial and inability to accept the truth; hence he 
dresses to cover his real self. 
 
 

Fairy’s Choice 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
There is a true story here I must touch on.  I had already begun the planning of the theme 
and sketching for this body of works. The inclusion of the butcher and the angel/fairy was 
decided upon. 
So I went to the local country butcher shop near my Mothers home in Queensland to take 
some shots of the two friendly butchers in their shop for detail reference to their aprons etc.  
I walked in with my camera.    I took a couple of shots of them behind the counter with 
their knives gleaming and them in macho wrestling positions with vicious fighting carcasses, 
where man truly took hold of the beast. 
I then came around to the front of the counter.   
 
As I was standing there, the door opened and a fairy walked in.  (as you would expect I 
suppose!).  I am serious, this is the truth.   She was wearing blue gumboots, jeans and a 
fairy suit complete with lacy wings.   She was all of 4 years old, and I could not believe it.   
It was the same sort of feeling a wildlife photographer may get if he saw an extinct 
Tasmanian Tiger walk through the Kimberly’s in the North West.   
As fairies are sensitive, I had to be careful, so I asked her permission to take her 
photograph in the shop.  She agreed with reserve of course, as they are naturally shy.  So I 
made it quick before she disappeared.  But it really happened.   She left a short time later 
with her merely mortal Mum. 
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Coming back to the metaphor of the painting, the fairy ended up realizing that her beautiful 
natural sense of love and vulnerability were all that she needed to be the true “queen of 
hearts” and the butcher always knew this.  He had reserved “all the hearts” for her of 
course.  For her choice, and she would always get first pick as she was the true goddess of 
love and it was just a given.  He was a protector and assured that it would be. 
 
 

Rage in Rational Water 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
This work depicts the way we sometimes feel when we try to contain our rage within a 
rational boundary of the expectations of others in how we should behave or appear 
outwardly. 
 
The Prison of Mediocrity 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
Benign prison.  Some of us fear it more than others.  I am sure it’s an entrapment reserved 
for intuitives who are unfortunately locked into the systems of expectations from a perfect 
society.  However the irony is that as intuitive leaders we sometimes have build the system 
ourselves but we forgot to put an escape button or clause in it for when the “thrill” of 
creating a monster was over and it just carried on…….consuming us as well, making us go 
“click clack” till we are driven to madness.   Here this man is imprisoned in-situ, and the 
bizarreness of his situation is that rich life teems around him, but he has tied himself up 
with his own inner boundaries and expectations be they his own or the ones he had chosen 
to be loyal to. (photo to be supplied) 
 
Shared Skies 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 180 x 150 cm, 2002 
 
To come 
 
Tightrope 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 92 cm, 2002 
 
To come 
 
What the Snake does not Know 
Oil on Belgium Linen, 92 x 92 cm, 2002 
To come 
 
 
 
Helen Norton © 2002 
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